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Raising the bar, setting the standard

NTIC STUDENTS ATTEND
TOP 100 UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD

NKECHI AZINGE
Law
Warwick University

VINCENT UCHENNA ANIOKE
ZARA HASSAN MAMMAN
Computer Science & Engineering
Civil Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Nortingham University

SHUAIB M. AHMED-DANFULANI
Computer Science
University of Birmingham

FELICIA ROSA
Accounting & Finance
University of Manchester

ABDALLAH BUKAR
Mechanical Engineering
Swansea University

MUHAMMED KABIR AJUJI
Law
University Manchester

AL-AMIN BASHIR BUGAJE
JAMES TERHEMBA GBUM
SALEH BABAYO
Electrical & Electronics Engineering Computer Science & Engineering Electrical & Electronics Engineering
Imperial College London
University of Leeds
University of Glawgow

ABDULRAHAM AJANAH
Accounting & Finance
University of Birmingham

HASSAN MAI GIDA
Social Science
Oxford Brookes University

ALIYU IBRAHIM MOHAMMED
Economics
University of Birmingham

PRAISE OGHENETEGA RAYDON
Law
Birmingham City University

IBRAHIM ISHAQ YAHAYA
Civil Engineering
University of Southampton

MICHAEL JACOB NNAMDI
Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University

Congratulations
Plot 152, 31 Monrovia Street, Wuse II, Abuja, Nigeria.

www.ntic.edu.ng

info@nticedu.ng

ntic_nigeria

nticedung

nticedung

0805 190 8030

N T I C N E W S L E T T E R

SETTING THE PACE

NTIC got recognized by the
National Association of
Proprietors of Private Schools
for its outstanding contribution
towards the growth of
education in Nigeria, As a
brand, we are grateful for this
special recognition, and we will
always continue to contribute
to the growth of education in
Nigeria and Africa as a whole.

Congratulations to
Oghenerekevwe
Esemitodje of Nigerian
Tulip International
Colleges Ogun for
respresenting Nigeria in
Morocco and Norway at
the 2022 International
Maths Olympiad, Thank
you for making us proud.

...The Right Environment For Learning
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Eye And Dental Checkups

E

very aspect of our life inﬂuences our state of well-being. Routine medical check-ups are a great way to stay on top of your health and wellness. It is easy to
think that we are healthy and there is no need for a health check-up, but with regular medical checkups, you can detect any health threats early (especially
those with little or no physical symptoms) and ﬁnd quick, lasting solutions to them. NTIC Asokoro visited Nizamiye Turkish Hospital with its pupils for a
routine Eye and Dental Checkup on 17th February 2022. The pupils had their dentition and visual acuity checked. It was a fun-ﬁlled experience for the pupils.

Outstanding Children's Day
Celebration

Cambridge Certiﬁed Teachers

S

ome of our NTIC Kano boys teachers got certiﬁed as Cambridge
teachers recently. This is a delight to us, seeing our teachers rising to their
potential. They all performed brilliantly and were handed their certiﬁcate.
Amongst the teachers who got certiﬁed are Mr. Muhammad Yunusa, Mr.
Muhammad Sule Maidawa, Mr. Aminu Muhammad, and many more.
In our interview with one of the teachers who participated in the exam, he
stated that the exam was quite challenging, but they all ensured they gave it
their best shot. This outstanding performance reassured us of the essence of
professional development in the education sector.

T

he annual children's day celebration is known to be celebrated
nationwide on the 27th of May, but due to the public holiday, NTIC
Abuja Primary took the initiative to celebrate with the students on the 26th
of March, 2022. This event was heralded by lots of interesting and fun-ﬁlled
activities. The children were celebrated uniquely. Recreational activities like
games, bouncing castles, and mickey mouse were available for the children.
The Pupils had lots of fun.

NTIC Kano Boys JAMB 2022 Success

T

his year's JAMB results are out and every student that sat for the exam
from NTIC Kano boys is happy. With no student scoring below the cutoff mark and four students scoring above 300. This has made the students,
parents, and the management quite glad, as this is one of the best JAMB
results of NTIC Kano boys. Last year the highest score in JAMB for NTIC
Kano boys was 299 and this year the highest is 340, that is a very big
improvement, and this could only be achieved by hard work and resilience.
03
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300 And Above In Jamb Cbt

The principal of NTIC Yobe
Boys gave students who
scored above 300 in JAMB
CBT exam and those who
scored 86% and above in
TRT some encouragement
prizes. We congratulate all
our outstanding students.

Students Market Visit

A

s part of the theme “Social Life and Technology,” the nursery pupils of NTIC Asokoro explored the topic “Shopping with money.” The pupils were made to visit
different supermarkets in the neighborhood, where they practically learned what it means to buy items. They were taught the exchange of currency with
expected balance.

Experimental Learning
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Miss Oluwatobi Oyelowo
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O

n Tuesday 24th May 2022 the pupils in the Early Years section of the NTIC Asokoro
branch visited the NTIC's furniture factory which is located at the NTIC headquarters
Wuse 2, Abuja. The workers showed the children different furniture tools such as hammer, nails,
saw, iron cutter, etc. the children were so excited to see how a door frame is made.
Afterward, the children were taken to the welding section where they were shown multiple
welding tools. They also performed a short role-play as they held and handled the tools almost
perfectly.
At the plumbing unit, the pupils were shown some of the plumbing tools and their functions. It
was a fun-ﬁlled and enjoyable visit as the children learned loads of new words and boosted their
vocabularies as they made good efforts pronouncing the names of the tools correctly as well as
their uses.
Learning is truly FUN at NTIC Asokoro!
...The Right Environment For Learning
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HOD Seminar

NTIC Teachers Award

T

eachers are key shareholders in the educational sector. Our teachers at
NTIC have been the backbone of the immense success that we have
accomplished so far. To celebrate and appreciate their contribution to the
different academic accomplishments, NTIC Yobe gave gifts and awards to
the principal. It was such a pleasing time for the teachers to get rewarded.

S

S3 Students of Yobe Boys were motivated and inspired by the National
Head of the English Language Department from NTIC ABUJA.
Students asked different questions about their careers and upcoming JAMB
Examination.

English Week

NTIC Primary Spelling Bee 2022

A

L

spelling Bee contest does not only provide children with a worthy
educational experience but also instills a sense of healthy competition
in them. Thus, a Spelling Bee competition for children from Grade 1-6 has
many beneﬁts, such as brushing up on grammar, strengthening vocabulary,
acquiring competitive spirit, having a better knowledge of words, improved
cognitive skills, increased conﬁdence, boosted memory and memorizing
skills etc.
All these intellectual and academic beneﬁts led to the NTIC Abuja Primary
Spelling Bee competition, which lasted from Monday 30th May 2022 to
Friday 3rd June 2022. Pupils from Primary one to six
particip
ated in the spelling bee. The results of the competitions
we r
e as follows: the ﬁrst position from primary 1 to 6 are
Yasi
na Kydyrbek, Zahra Majdara, Okudo Chukwubuike
Mic
hael, Fatima Zahra Aminu and Aisha Dardisu, while the
s
econd position goes to Minha Hussain, Taksh
Teckchanddani, Niliufer Karataeva, Muhammed Sani
and Chidubem Ugwuoke and the position in each class
goes to Jesse AyenaJeh, Hadia Faraz, Chris Chibudem
Omabuike, Rabia Jibrin and Monalisa Idoko
respectively.
The ability to memorize difﬁcult English words
comes by learning their spellings, and
participants in spelling bee also gain various
skills by participating in these contests.
...The Right Environment For Learning

anguage is an abstract system of symbols and meanings. Language
provides a vehicle for inquiry. In an inquiry-based classroom, teachers
and students enjoy using language and appreciating it functionally and
aesthetically. With the understanding of language use, NTIC Asokoro set
aside a week for English Language activities; this took place between
Monday 23rd to 27th of May, 2022. The focus was on handwriting, debate,
reading, and spelling bee. It was an educative week for our pupils to enhance
their knowledge and widen their horizons.
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Career Test

School Survey

A

s part of our process to ensure
that NTIC achieves its stated aims
and objectives, we designed a survey to
obtain feedback on administration,
academic performance, security, etc., to
determine the successful attainment of
the NTIC strategic ambition. This will
help us better understand students'
needs as they identify areas that need
improvement. Thus, each student's
opinion on the issues enumerated in
this Survey will be helpful to the
management decision making.

Sports Day

C

onsidering the new development in the educational sector, NTIC
Kano, in collaboration with the Guidance and Counseling Department,
has taken the initiative to administer a career test on Motivational Appraisal
of Personal Potential to the JSS3 students.
The test aims to help prospective Senior Secondary School One students to
determine their areas of interest, aptitude, and preference.
The comprehensiveness of the test report has given many parents
conﬁdence in the recommendation given by the college and career counselor
regarding the class each student must join.

Stars at 22nd MILO
Basketball Championship

S

tudent development is not a one-way system. As much as we focus on
developing every student's cognitive and affective domain at NTIC, we
try as much as possible to expose their psychomotor. 11th of February, NTIC
Asokoro had an eventful maiden edition of their Sports Day. It was a day full
of excitement for the students as they were all engaged in various activities
such as swimming, sack race, driving and other activities.

A

t NTIC, we believe that sports provide a platform to teach children grit
and add value to their lives while achieving academic success. NTIC
Yobe boys participated in the 22nd Senior Secondary School Basketball
championship and won the second-place Northern zone held in Kano State.
NTIC Yobe Basketball Team qualiﬁed and represented Yobe State in the
Northern Zone ﬁnal round, winning against Jigawa State. The team will be
representing the Northern Zone in the ﬁnal round come August 2022 at the
National level in Lagos.
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Balanced Lifestyle

Grandparents Storytelling Day

A

t NTIC, we understand the impact of having a healthy and balanced
life. In this respect, NTIC Yobe organized a social night for the JSS3
students to cheer up after the successful completion of their BECE
examination. The day went with lots of excitement and fun for the students.
They participate in various activities. The students were excited and we are
sure they will not forget the experience in a glimpse.

O

n the 25th of February, 2022, NTIC Asokoro invited grandparents to
the school for storytelling activities. This is to familiarize the pupils
with various folktales and fables. Moral lessons were generated from the
stories shared by the grandparents. It was a bonding time for pupils as they
also got integrated into the home-school learning system.

Many Voices, One School
NTIC Rewards Schools
at Primary Schools Debate

C

ultural Day celebration has become an integral part of the
extracurricular activities at NTIC, and NTIC Kano students' have taken
it to a greater height. Displaying the aesthetics of different cultural attires and
performances, our students appeared in school in their traditional attires and
each tribe organised a model royal court.

A

s part of giving back to the society, Nigerian Tulip International
Colleges, Asokoro has awarded participants of the maiden edition of
the Asokoro Inter-Primary School debate held recently on the 26th of March
2022 at the school premises.

The Cultural Day celebration brought students together, appreciating their
diverse identities and reminding them that unity is the only bond that will give
positive aspirations for the future.

With the theme “Social Media's Inﬂuence on Child Learning,” the competition saw
eight schools which are; Springville International School, Unique Standard
Bearer Montessori School Kubwa, Famak British school, New Beacon
International School Apo-Duste, Funtaj International School Asokoro,
Sunrise International School Asokoro, Applewood British School Lugbe and
L.EA Model Primary school Asokoro.

Education has no bounds or limits; man is in a phase in
which he must decide for himself how far he is willing to proceed
in the culture (education) that belongs to the whole of humanity.
- King Wajafajara

...The Right Environment For Learning

After an all-out battle and alighting of keen points, Famak British school
emerged the ultimate winner and Springville International School and
Sunrise International School Asokoro emerged as the second and third
runners-up, respectively.
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Seedling Plantation
For Early Years

Readers are Leaders

P

lanting is the culture that must be practiced to increase the availability of
food in our environment. Planting seeds with children is a natural and
fun-ﬁlled activity. Our Early years' pupils had their seedling plantation on
Tuesday 18th January 2022. The pupils were fascinated to see how seeds were
tucked into the soil and they were taught the importance of seed planting.

Friendship Day
"Today's reader, tomorrow's leader.” Reading plays a signiﬁcant role in a child's
life, and its importance can't be overemphasized. At NTIC, we are keenly
passionate about stimulating the interest of extensive reading in our
students. In this regard, NTIC Yobe's Guidance & Counselling department
has made it their core duty to arrange a reading programme for the students
at the end of each term.

F

The participants cut across students from JSS1 to SSS3. Flowing the Pavlov
behaviourist theory, positive reinforcement enables students always to do
their best. An encouragement gift were given to the top 3 position holders
from each class.

riends are the ultimate inﬂuence on every growing child. 14th of
February 2022 was set aside by NTIC Asokoro for a meet and greet
platform for the pupils and for them to relate with their peers. They were
allowed to express their love and play with their friends. It was an eventful day
for the pupils as they went further to extend love and friendship to the
children of Cherryﬁeld Children Home, Asokoro. They relate with the
children and also donates gifts/food items. It was a heartfelt experience for
our pupils.

“Today's reader, tomorrow's leader.”

Q U IZ TI M E
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CAREER EXPERIENCE

C

areer experience project is a unique NTIC program designed to give
students the opportunity to work alongside industry professional to
gain ﬁrsthand experience in their chosen career path. This will enable them
decide if the chosen course is in line with their ambitions and help the
students ﬁne tune their goals and objectives to match their career path.

GOALS/ KEY BENEFITS OF JOB PLACEMENT
Ÿ Link academic study and theory to real industrial practice.
Ÿ Real world exposure to the latest technology, work behaviour.
Ÿ Learn the 'language' of industry.
Ÿ Build a network of future career contacts.
Ÿ Adds invaluable work experience to your CV which is attractive to
undergraduates seeking admission for higher learning.
Ÿ Provides the opportunity to work with a more diverse group of people
Ÿ Offering you an insight into the 'World of Work' and allows you to get
a feel for what you do and don't like doing

Students returning from a day’s work at Zenith Bank

Practical workshop for students interested in photography

Students gain practical experience in Information Communication Technologies (ICT) at Mkel Solution and
broadcasting at African Independence Television (AIT)

Students first day of work at Nizamiye Hospital
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GRADUATION CEREMONY FOR 2021/2022 ACADEMIC SESSION
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GRADUATION CEREMONY FOR 2021/2022 ACADEMIC SESSION
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JSS1 BQ Party

A

Excursion

N

TIC yobe organized an excursion for SS3A science students to
Philomath University Abuja, they were being introduced to the VC and
the registrar. The students were taken to the admission ofﬁce, faculty of law,
faculty of social science and management science, and the hostel. The
students were introduced to all the faculties & departments. Students were
happy to hear about a special 50% discount on fees if they are getting
admission in that university.

s it has been the tradition of NTIC Schools. JSS1 students enjoyed the
BQ party arranged by their class teacher.

New Prefect’s Election

N

igerian Tulip International College kano Boys' section has conducted
is general election for the 2022/2023 academic session on the 3rd and
4th of June 2022. Forty-ﬁve students showed interest in different perfects
position in the school, while only ﬁfteen students were qualiﬁed with
outstanding votes.
The INTEC Chairman Abubakar Mairamri's electoral committee
emphasized the importance of their vote casting at the polling points,
warning them to avoid collecting or taking anything in the form of selling
their votes indirectly to any contesting.
Lastly, the electoral committee advised the students on electoral malpractice
and warned them to shun all forms of electoral misconduct.

Corporate Social Responsibility

N

TIC Yobe in its capacity to equip students for the best academic
performance and future development has decided to sponsor
successful students in the Yobe State scholarship entrance exams. A seminar
was scheduled for the 17 Local Government Education Secretaries and their
representatives as regards the agenda and process of the scholarship. It is our
hope that the right set of students will beneﬁt from this scholarship.
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